A new approach to reconstruction models of dendritic branching patterns.
Quantitative models for characterising the detailed branching patterns of dendritic trees aim to explain these patterns either in terms of growth models based on principles of dendritic development or reconstruction models that describe an existing structure by means of a canonical set of elementary properties of dendritic morphology, which when incorporated into an algorithmic procedure will generate samples of dendrites that are statistically indistinguishable in both canonical and emergent features from those of the original sample of real neurons. This article introduces a conceptually new approach to reconstruction modelling based on the single assumption that dendritic segments are built from sequences of units of constant diameter, and that the distribution of the lengths of units of similar diameter is independent of location within a dendritic tree. This assumption in combination with non-parametric methods for estimating univariate and multivariate probability densities leads to an algorithm that significantly reduces the number of basic parameters required to simulate dendritic morphology. It is not necessary to distinguish between stem and terminal segments or to specify daughter branch ratios or dendritic taper. The procedure of sampling probability densities conditioned on local morphological features eliminates the need, for example, to specify daughter branch ratios and dendritic taper since these emerge naturally as a consequence of the conditioning process. Thus several basic parameters of previous reconstruction algorithms become emergent parameters of the new reconstruction process. The new procedure was applied successfully to a sample of 51 interneurons from lamina II/III of the spinal dorsal horn.